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Growth is a ‘recent’ phenomenon
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GDP Per Capita (1/2) in USD $
Market Prices

PPP

Congo, Dem. Rep.
Burundi
Guinea-Bissau
Eritrea

99
111
128
147

297
354
497
584

x4

Haiti
Guinea
Bangladesh
Kenia

410
417
462
464

1088
1113
1233
1470

x4

Cape Verde
Turkmenistan
Ecuador
Guatemala

1632
1705
1746
1893

3239
6138
7402
4367

x4

Chile
Mexico
Croatia
Czech Republic

6229
6591
6796
7632

13370
13407
17219
23341

Poorest
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GDP Per Capita (2/2) in USD $

x4

Richest

Market Prices

PPP

Australia
Belgium
Germany
Canada

24401
25055
25420
26143

33369
33520
33665
36039

Hong Kong
Switzerland
United States
Japan

34587
37789
38206
40481

40599
37780
43179
31484

USA is 387 times richer than DR Congo (or 145X in PPP terms)
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Global Income Distribution
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But, even in this huge inequality,
is everyone better off???
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Would you rather be rich in a
poor country, or poor in a rich
country?
(credit to Dani Rodrik)

Norway’s poorest 5% has a representative income
of ~$13,000
In Niger, the richest 5% of the population has a
representative income of ~$2,000
@dany_bahar

WHAT’S BEHIND
GROWTH?
endogenous

endowments

partly
endogenous

exogenous

income

productivity

integration

institutions

Source: Dani Rodrik

geography
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WHAT’S BEHIND
GROWTH?
productivity
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What is productivity?
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“

A measure
of our OWN
IGNORANCE

”

Moses Abramovitz (1956)
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Productivity

Knowing
how to do
more with
the same
resources
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Starting premise: structural
transformation

• As countries move
towards more
productive activities,
they grow faster
• Two components play
a role:

• Productivity increase
within sectors
• Entry, exit, and
reallocation of
resources from least to
more productive sectors
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What can we expect of
the evolution of a
country’s export
basket?
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The
answer:
…it
depends!
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Let’s look at
the data!
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Specialization

Imbs and Warcziag (AER 2003)
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But, on the other hand…
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Richest countries tend to be more diversified
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How can we put
together these
two pieces of
evidence?
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Natural resources and
exports diversification
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Bahar (2016, in progress )
• When
excluding
natural
resource rich
countries re
specialiaztion
pattern is
weaker
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Measurement
considerations
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Harmonized System Classification
• Sample from 1996-2013, by CEPII
• 97 products at 2 digits
• 1242 products at 4 digits
• 5131 products at 6 digits
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Bahar (2016, in progress )
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Low resolution: Korea and Malawi
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High resolution: Korea and Malawi
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• Ricardo Hausmann and
co-authors have shown
that diversification
responds to local
composition of a
country’s export basket
• Existence of related
products strongly
explains the emergence
of new ones

• Cross-industry spillovers
are based on a measure of
product relatedness
@dany_bahar
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Panama - 1980
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Panama - 1990
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Panama - 2000
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Panama - 2010
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What is relatedness?
• Relatedness computed
as probability of
countries co-exporting
two products during
the same period
• It is an geographicbased, yet agnostic,
measure
• Yet, it is a very robust
and strong predictor
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A new product
is about 60%80% more likely
to appear in the
next decade
given higher
relatedness by
one std dev
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Opening the black box: what explains
these agnostic measures?
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Bahar, Stein, Wagner and Rosenow (2017)
• We look at other
relatedness measures
to explain new exports
• Focus on three channels
that link products:
• Labor flows
• Demand and supply
• Technology
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Bahar, Stein, Wagner and Rosenow (2017)

Changes in
relatedness
based on
consumer
linkages
can explain
twice as
much than
changes in
agnostic
measures
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Bahar, Stein, Wagner and Rosenow (2017)
• The pattern is particularly strong in developing
countries where markets are less complete and
more uncertain…
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Knowledge is
difficult to transfer
and to acquire
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Tacit knowledge that travels through narrow
channels and its diffusion is geographically

localized
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Patents citations are
predominantly local

(Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson)
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Industrial R&D has
geographically
“bounded” spillovers
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Does the emergence of a new export sector is
consistent with local diffusion of knowledge?
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Bahar, Hausmann and
Hidalgo (2014 JIE)

• Uses new export as a
measure of knowledge
acquisition (control for
global demand)
• Emergence of new
export product explained
to existence of such
product in a neighbors’
export basket
@dany_bahar

Export
similarity is
stronger
among
neighbors
and strongly
decays with
distance
@dany_bahar

Bahar, Dany, Ricardo Hausmann, and César A Hidalgo. 2014. Neighbors and the Evolution of the Comparative Advantage of Nations:
Evidence of International Knowledge Diffusion?. Journal of International Economics 92, no. 1: 111-123.
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Bahar (2016)
• Using Dun and Bradstreet
data, test whether MNC
are less likely to expand
abroad in knowledge
intensive activities
• Able to geo-locate each
headquarters and its
branches throughout the
globe
@dany_bahar

Bahar (2016)
• Use a new
measure of tacit
knowledge
intensity, based on
the experience
and on-the-job
training of workers
in the industry
• Based on O*NET
workers’
characteristics
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Bahar (2016)
• MNCs are 15% less likely to
horizontally expand a sector
that is 2X average knowledge
intensity
• There exists a tradeoff
between knowledge
intensity and distance
between HQ & foreign
subsidiaries within MNCs

• A MNC in Houston TX would
locate a meat packing
subsidiary in Kabul in
Afghanistan and a
semiconductor plant in Ireland
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Bahar (2016)
• The trade-off weakens when
controlling for the ease of
communication

• Ability to communicate in realtime, as measured by time
zone closeness effectively
“reduces” distance between
headquarters and subsidiary
by about 1/3, or 2000km on
average.
• Cost of shipping intermediate
goods can’t explain the
tradeoff (Keller and Yeaple
2013)
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If knowledge transmission
requires human interaction…

…then the patterns of international
knowledge diffusion should follow
the patterns of migration
@dany_bahar

• Founded by David Tran in 1980,
Huy Fong Foods today employs
close to 200 workers in
Irwindale, California and its sales
exceed $60 million per year.
• The company is named after the
freighter Huey Fong that carried
him and over 3,000 other
refugees out of Vietnam to the
coast of California in December
1978.
@dany_bahar
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
Immigrants and
emigrants can explain
the emergence of new
sectors in the countries
that receive them
• Using an instrumental
variable approach we
find a causal
relationship
• Not explained by
bilateral trade due to
information networks
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Bahar and Rapoport (2017 EJ)
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Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
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Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
• We study transfer of
knowledge through
return migration using
the returnees from
Germany to former
Yugoslavian countries
after the Balkan wars

• Using data from Institute
for Employment
Research in Germany
@dany_bahar
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Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
• Across the
board, all
industries
lost workers
with
Yugoslavian
passport
from 1995
to 2000
@dany_bahar

Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
• Using a DID
setting, we find
that export
products with
more return
migration from
Germany grew
the most
@dany_bahar

Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
• Using a DID
setting, we find
that export
products with
more return
migration from
Germany grew
the most
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Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
• No other
comparable
countries (+/15% of GDP in
Eastern Europe)
experienced
similar growth
in those same
products
@dany_bahar

Bahar, Hauptmann, Ozguzel & Rapoport (in progress)
•Effects are
stronger for
skilled
workers, in
management
positions
@dany_bahar

Migrants are
15% of US
population,
but are over

represented

in new
ventures and
among
inventors
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Young
firms have
created
~1.5
million
jobs a year
in the US
during the
past
decades

Source: Kaufmann Foundation
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Insights on the role of policy
• Diversification and
development are
strongly related
• But the road to
diversification is full
of market failures

• Policy plays a role.
Dani Rodrik puts it
best…
@dany_bahar
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What’s
the
(market)
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Market failures that stop
the “invisible hand”
•

•

•

•
•

Unequal access to economic
resources (i.e. credit, full
information)
Social and private returns
differ, externalities (i.e.
pollution, workers’ trainings,
etc.)
Institutional failures (e.g.
corruption, too much or too
little regulation, etc.)
Poor macroeconomics (e.g.
inflation or deflation)
Coordination failures (e.g.
lack of infrastructure, lack of @dany_bahar
complementary markets)

Is there a
market
failure to
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Insights on the role of policy
• Hardships in the process of
knowledge diffusion may be the
biggest challenge we face

• Directly relates to the productivity
slowdown
both
developed
and
developing nations face

• Policy could accelerate it by
addressing the important externalities
in the role of labor mobility both
within and across countries
• And perhaps especially in times of
skilled-biased technological change
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Thank you!
Please email me dbahar@brookings.com
and follow me on Twitter @dany_bahar
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